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Your organization has likely been managing 
line-of-business devices long before smartphones 
and BYOD became part of the corporate IT 
conversation. Over the years, many companies have 
searched for a way to standardize on one mobile 
device management (MDM) product for all their 
mobile deployments, but mobile device management 
options haven’t been able to meet the needs of both 
Operations and Corporate IT. 
 
That is, until now.

Managing All Your Mobile Endpoints

Common Essentials
MobileIron heritage | Android Enterprise
Android, iOS, Windows 10 support

Mobile Threat Defense | Operating system & App patching

Corporate IT
Smartphone & Tablet
(COPE) Corporate 
Owned, Personally Enabled
Simple staging & deployment
(BYOD) Bring Your Own Device
Separate work & personal roles

Operations IT
QR & NFC enrollment
Rugged & Wearables devices
(COSU) Corporate Owned Single Use
Control of device-specific technologies
Extended security (Zebra LifeGuard)
Ecosystem-wide app configuration
Shared devices | Kiosk mode
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Unify Device Management  
in a Single Platform

Managing all devices in a single solution brings 
efficiencies for IT managers and analysts across 
tech teams, with much more flexibility:

 ■ Reconcile device accounting  
across the ecosystem
 ■ More visibility to vulnerabilities 
 across threat vectors
 ■ Unify technical support and service procedures
 ■ Compatible with in-house or Managed  
Service Provider (MSP) models

MDM Everyone Agrees On

Finally, operations and corporate IT can agree 
on an MDM solution that fits the needs of the 
whole business mobility environment: Ivanti  
Neurons for MDM. Unify all your endpoint 
management into a single platform that allows 
corporate workers to work everywhere, while 
your operations teams have devices that are up 
to date so they can be productive all shift long.
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30-Day Free Trial

Sign up for a 30-day trial and see how 
Ivanti Neurons for MDM meets the needs 
of both Operations and Corporate IT


